Abstract: Wireless body area network (WBAN) is developed as a result of Wireless personal area network (WPAN), in which various interconnected Body Node (BN) communicates near and around human body. There are many differences between the WBAN and WPAN i.e distribution, density and mobility. Due to redundant nodes, BN in WBAN are less dense. In WBAN, Body node are implanted inside and on human body to measure physiological signals using different sensors i.e Electro cardio graph (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG), Blood pressure, temperature etc) of body which collects data and send it to sink node. Earlier researchers have used either piezoelectric harvester, solar or temperature gradient based. But in this paper optimization technique using combination of Peltier and Piezoelectric human energy harvesting is studied. By developing an algorithm, extensive simulation can be performed considering four human body gestures (relaxing, walking, running and fast running). Overall Quality of Service (QoS) including average (packet loss, end-to-end delay, throughput) and overall detection efficiency is studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) a group sensors are spatially distributed that monitor and analyze the physical conditions of the environment. It can measure various environmental conditions for example temperature, sound, humidity, wind, and so on. The WSNs have very broad area of research but currently only data communication with low data rates and short range small sensor node having low power consumption with cheap devices are covered. Depending on the application Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) may have some or many nodes whose range may vary from a few to several hundreds or thousands. Moreover there is a interconnection between each and every nodes depending on the applications. Nodes designed in WSN may be used to carry out one or more than one function including sensing, relaying data, or exchanging data within or outside network. A node that sense data is called a sensor node. On the other hand relaying of data is done by a router, and a base station or sink node is used for exchanging data with other networks, like a gateway does in a traditional network. Every sensor node consists of a transducer, a microcontroller, a radio transceiver and a power supply, usually a battery energy density to allow implementations with low cost, long lifetime etc. So it is practically not possible to change battery every time in most of applications including biomedical applications in which it may affect the health of patient when BN is implanted inside human body. Battery capacity can also be increased by increasing size of battery but it may affect health of person. Hence the concept of Energy harvesting is included. In energy harvesting [7,8,9] BN battery is charged by ambient sources i.e vibration, motion, light, heat etc. WBAN suffers from interference due to very small distance between Body node which result in serious interference and decrease in Quality of service (QoS) [10]. There are many differences between the WBAN and WPAN i.e distribution, density and mobility. Due to redundant nodes BN in WBAN are less dense. Power consumption in WBAN is less as compared to WPAN.

Figure-1 Wireless body area network

Intelligent Body nodes [3] collect various physiological signals of human body. Nodes first sense signal then sample, process and finally communicate it to Body node coordinator (BNC) [4,5] also called master node. Generally BNC is a smart phone or Personal Computer (PC) having an external power supply. Data rate in WBAN is generally between 1 Kbps- 10Mbps. WBAN as shown in Figure-1 comprises of different types of miniature sensors either worn on athlete, patient or soldier.
BN has limited power source i.e battery generally a super capacitor. But after some time as battery level drops BN stops working. Battery [6] do not provide sufficient energy density to allow implementations with low cost, long lifetime etc. So it is practically not possible to change battery every time in most of applications including biomedical applications in which it may affect the health of patient when BN is implanted inside human body. Battery capacity can also be increased by increasing size of battery but it may affect health of person. Hence the concept of Energy harvesting is included. In energy harvesting [7,8,9] BN battery is charged by ambient sources i.e vibration, motion, light, heat etc. WBAN suffers from interference due to very small distance between Body node which result in serious interference and decrease in Quality of service (QoS) [10]. Extensive simulation can be performed considering four different human gestures (relaxing, walking, running and fast running).

A. Internet of Thing (IoT)

The internet of things is regarded as one of the most innovative technology in recent years. It has drawn great interest in both academia and industries [1, 2]. In the IoT world, individuals are connected to this "smart" ecosystem by "smart" things, which could be a laptop, a mobile phone, or a wireless sensor. With a wide range of modern technologies involved, including sensors and actuators, Microsystems, wireless communications, big data and more, the IoT plays an essential role to define and transform the way people live and work, bringing extraordinary benefits to industries and daily life [2, 3]. One significant enabler of the IoT is the wireless sensor network. With continuous miniaturization and cost reduction of electronic components and a rapid growth of wireless sensing technology, IoT and WSNs are expected to bring even more benefits in the near future.

II. WBAN Architecture

WBAN consists of various interconnected body sensor nodes, which can either be placed in or around the human body [1] depending on application. As shown in Figure- 2 WBAN architecture consists of three tiers i.e Intra BAN, Inter BAN and Beyond WBAN communication.

![Figure- 2: Three-tier architecture based of WBAN](Image)

In Intra BAN [11] communication range is 2 meter around person. In Intra WBAN two types of communication occurs between body sensor node also called BN (Body Node) and sink BSN (Body Sensor Node) and between BN and BNC (Body node coordinator) also called Master Node which is generally a Smart Phone or Computer. A sensor node collects data and sends it to BNC wirelessly.

A. IEEE 802.15.6

IEEE 802.15.6 [12] is used as a standard internationally to develop communication model between low power devices implanted inside or placed on human body and this network is known as WBAN. IEEE 802.15.6 defines international standard in term of short range, low power wireless communication. It uses international scientific medical (ISM) band as well as frequency band approved by national medical as regulatory authority. Sensor and reader is based on 30 uW analog signal processor and trans-receiver employ 1.9 nJ/b at 2.4 GHz processor which support extremely low power data rate 10 Mbps.

III. Energy Harvesting

Since battery has finite power supply so concept of Energy Harvesting (EH) is introduced. For energy harvesting the node should be in Energy neutral state (ENO) i.e energy harvested should be more than energy consumed. In EH energy is harvested from source internally i.e. peltier, piezo-electric [13] and externally solar, thermal etc to charge BN battery. Such harvesters continuously generate small amount of energy and gives higher output energy. Earlier researcher has used piezo, solar etc and used one harvester in body node for WBAN but proposed work is to use 4 body nodes for ECG and a new harvester peltier harvester with piezoelectric in order to increase collected amount of energy. Hence model namely hybrid optimization of piezo and peltier is proposed by controlling the on-off timing of body nodes during various gestures including relaxing, walking, running and fast running.

IV. Sources of Ambient Energy Harvesters

In energy harvesting technique there are many energy harvesters but high power source is preferred. Energy harvester should be such that it saves more power and less cost. Various energy source are solar, RF, thermal, vibration etc.

A. Thermal Harvester

It is based on concept of see beck effect/peltier effect i.e in this harvester energy is generated by difference in temperature/temperature gradient between two pins of peltier sensor. In Peltier effect when junctions of two materials are applied voltage, it absorbs heat at one end and dissipate at the other. This effect produces power as long as heat is present. For generating adequate output power temperature difference should be large. Thermal variation produces energy up to 10uW/cm². The thermocouple is included as a basic element, as shown in Figure- 3. A thermocouple semiconductor material consists of both P-type and N-type with metallic connections.

![Figure- 3: Thermocouple](Image)
The charge carriers diffuse due to the temperature difference at the opposite sides of the materials. Carriers including both electrons and hole moves from the hotter side towards the cold. This in turn forms an electrical potential, and current flows when circuit is closed.

B. Vibration harvester
Generally piezo sensor is used to harvest energy in this category. Its output varies from 10-100 mW/cm². Piezo-electric sensor is placed below foot of human and signal is generated when pressure is applied during foot motion. Energy harvested is converted into electric energy. The quartz being most famous which generates electrical charges when pressure is applied also known as piezoelectricity.

C. Light Harvester
Energy harvesting from ambient light is the approach to convert photonics energy to direct current electrical power by photovoltaic (PV) [20]. PV is the technology based on the photovoltaic effect, in which semiconductors can generate electrical power when they are illuminated by light (photons) [20, 21]. Harvesting energy from ambient light is a relatively mature method compared to others [8]. The essential source for energy harvesting of this kind is the solar energy and a solar cell module. Figure- 4, shows a generic solar cell comprising a PN junction, an anti-reactive layer, and metal contacts as electrodes. When sunlight falls on the top layer, the photon can travel to the PN junction, and if the photons are able to excite free electrons and create electron hole pairs which in turn generate electrical power from the solar cell. Recent work in light/solar energy harvesting shows that the practical power efficiency of solar cells is approximately 10% [22-24], and some research work has reported higher efficiencies, such as the one from Repinset al. [25].

D. Radio Frequency
The ambient Radio Frequency (RF) power is collected with an antenna system. The premise of Radio Frequency energy harvesting is to investigate efficient RF energy sources available in environment, and most interestingly sources from broadcasting stations like GSM900, GSM1800, TV, WiFi, etc. [36-38]. Similar to RF energy harvesting, RF power delivery with dedicated sources has been commercially available recently, especially for wireless charging of portable devices like mobile phones and wrist bands. Practical implementations for wireless sensing and body sensing, will involve more efforts to design suitable sources apart from the receiving (harvesting) modules. In addition, health issues are a major concern when RF power delivery is considered in medical applications [42].

V. POWER ENERGY AWARE MANAGEMENT QoS
There are three modules which include Power management, Data queue, and Packet compression.

i) Power Management: It manages harvested energy and keep node in Energy neutral operation (ENO) to obtain lifetime power for data detection and Transmission. Moreover node is said to be in ENO state if it consume less or equal amount of energy compared to the total energy harvested from environment.

ii) Data Queue: Data queue module take care that only useful data is transmitted in time constraint. When data is transmitted in queue a fixed no of packets are allowed to be transmitted and the packets that are delayed above fixed delay
threshold which are now irrelevant are ignored and not transmitted.

iii) Packet Compression: In this step duplicate data packet address is transmitted instead of duplicate packet hence decrease in data congestion during transmission.

VI. DATA COLLECTION

A new method is proposed by developing algorithm for hybrid optimization of piezo and peltier by controlling on off timing of BN operation for various gestures including sitting, walking, running and fast running. By considering two harvesters average power reading as shown in Table I & Table II and four BN nodes placed at four different positions of human body is studied.

Table I. Average energy harvested by piezoelectric harvester (mW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BN</th>
<th>Relaxing</th>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Running</th>
<th>Fast Running</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19.989</td>
<td>124.986</td>
<td>252.139</td>
<td>302.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20.028</td>
<td>125.111</td>
<td>252.014</td>
<td>301.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.963</td>
<td>124.815</td>
<td>252.246</td>
<td>302.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.016</td>
<td>125.099</td>
<td>252.458</td>
<td>302.260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Average energy harvested by peltier harvester (mW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BN</th>
<th>Relaxing</th>
<th>Walking</th>
<th>Running</th>
<th>Fast Running</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.992</td>
<td>7.480</td>
<td>10.979</td>
<td>20.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.011</td>
<td>7.521</td>
<td>11.032</td>
<td>20.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.007</td>
<td>7.510</td>
<td>11.012</td>
<td>19.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.982</td>
<td>7.481</td>
<td>11.045</td>
<td>19.969</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper various techniques of energy harvesting is studied and by developing an algorithm using combination of Peltier and Piezoelectric human energy harvesting is studied. By developing an algorithm, extensive simulation can be performed considering four human body gestures (relaxing, walking, running and fast running). Overall QoS including average (packet loss, end-to-end delay, and throughput) and overall detection efficiency is studied.

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE

In future multi-energy harvesters can be used. Till now researchers has done harvesting using one harvester with body node so in future two or more than two harvesters can be placed on human body interconnected with various body node which can be placed in WBAN according to the application. Present energy harvesting can be modified in in following ways:

1) Source energy harvester will transmit harvested energy to that node which requires it instantaneously.

2) Concept of feedback and threshold can be introduced so that most reliable source is selected.

3) Priority is set so that most needy node get energy first and then other one in queue.

When energy required is more than two or more harvester energy is added and supplied to that node.
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